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INTRODUCTION1

Q.  Please state your name and business address.2

A. My name is A. Olusanjo Omoniyi and business address is 527 East Capitol3

Avenue, Springfield, Illinois 62701.4

5

Q. What is your occupation?6

A.  I am a Policy Analyst in the Telecommunications Division of the Illinois7

Commerce Commission (the “Commission”).8

9

Q. Describe your educational and professional background.10

A. I graduated from Southern Illinois University at Carbondale with a Bachelor of11

Arts degree in Cinema & Photography and Bachelor of Science degree in Radio-12

Television in 1987.  In 1990, I obtained a Master of Arts degree in13

Telecommunications and a Juris Doctor degree in 1994, also from Southern14

Illinois University at Carbondale.  I am licensed to practice before the Supreme15

Court of Illinois, United States District Court, Southern District of Illinois and16

United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.17

I have been involved in various aspects of the telecommunications18

industry for over a decade including internet development, systems integration,19

broadcasting, long-distance telephone service resale and telecommunications20

practice.  I have been the owner, part-owner and legal advisor for an internet21

access provider.  I was one of the original founders of Internet Developers22

Association (IDA) which has now metamorphosed into the Association of Internet23
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Professionals (AIP).  I have  been co-founder and part-owner of Bizhelp1

Services, a computer systems integration and internet development business.2

Furthermore, prior to my employment at the Commission I was a reseller of pre-3

paid calling cards for Southern New England Telephone Company and an agent4

of a long distance telephone services reseller, TTE of Baltimore, Maryland,5

between 1996 and 1998.  Upon my employment with the Commission, I divested6

all interests in telephony businesses, telecommunications-related law practice7

and removed all my business websites in order to avoid any conflict of interests.8

Over the years I have educated myself about the telecommunications9

industry through various sources such as the National Exchange Carrier10

Association,  the national trade association for common carriers; operations of11

major telephone companies like Ameritech-Southwestern Bell, GTE, AT&T and12

BellSouth; information from the independent consulting firms such as Frost &13

Sullivan, PriceWaterhouse, and their various independent consulting reports;14

etc;.   In addition, I have  followed both state and federal regulations of the15

telecommunications industry.  Finally, I am a member of a number of16

telecommunications professional associations such as the Federal17

Communications Bar Association.18

19

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?20

A. The purpose of my testimony is to address the policy issues relating to the Asset21

Purchase Agreement between GTE North Incorporated, GTE South Incorporated22

(hereinafter “GTE”) and Citizens Utilities Company (hereinafter “Citizens”).23
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1

Q. How is your testimony organized?2

A. First, I will address how the impending acquisition relates to the issues of public3

interest, convenience and necessity with specific reference to relevant statutory4

requirements.  Second, I will discuss the policy implications of both market and5

financial characteristics of this acquisition.  Also, I will describe the possible6

effects of those market and financial characteristics on the terms, conditions and7

quality of services to the end users; and local and state economies.  Finally,  I8

will address the obligations of the parties, GTE and Citizens, regarding issues9

such as local competition and interconnection agreements.10

11

Q. Have you reviewed the Asset Purchase Agreement?12

A. Yes.  I have reviewed all documents relating to this Asset Purchase13

Agreement.14

15

Q. Describe the reasons the purchase agreement is being undertaken.16

A. GTE’s response to  Staff  Data Request AOO-001 (Attachment 1) indicates that17

this purchase agreement is a repositioning initiative. The stated goals for the18

initiative are: 1) the need for improvements in overall efficiency of GTE; and 2)19

the need for GTE to keep pace with its industry peers and the expectations of its20

customers and investors.  The company devised an Exchange Selection21

Methodology (Attachment 2) for ranking of exchanges for sale using three22

weighted primary criteria as follows:23
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1)  Market conditions and opportunity:  expected growth in terms of business and1

residential markets/ opportunities, and access usage. This factor weighed 50%2

on GTE’s selection methodology;3

2) Operations and cost: measures of line density, trouble reports for outside4

plant and trouble reports for central office.  This factor weighed 25% on GTE’s5

selection methodology; and6

3) Revenue per line as of 1997: used to gauge the current revenue contribution.7

8

I PUBLIC INTEREST ISSUES9

Q. What is the public interest standard applicable to this transaction?10

A. According to §7-102 (A) of the Public Utilities Act (hereinafter “the Act”), no11

public utility may purchase the property of another public utility without the12

consent and approval of  the Commission unless the Commission waives its13

approval or the transaction is exempted pursuant to the provisions of  the Act.14

Approval of an asset purchase agreement requires that the parties demonstrate15

such purchase agreement and transfer of  the assets, (i.e. from GTE to Citizens),16

will serve the public convenience.117

The Commission may elect to hold a  hearing when considering such a18

petition for approval.   Also, the Commission may attach conditions to the19

approval of a purchase agreement including, but not limited to, conditions that20

will ensure that the public interest is served by the transaction.221

                                           
1 See The Public Utilities Act,  202 ILCS 5/7-102(C).
2 Id.
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1

Q. What elements of the public interest standard did you employ in analyzing2

this transaction?3

A. I considered the following:4

a) the duties of the Commission and the parties to ensure a pro-competitive5

environment;6

b) potential effects of the transaction on local and state economies;7

c) the technical, managerial and financial expertise of Citizens8

Telecommunications Company of Illinois, to operate the exchanges; and9

d) the expected impacts on consumers.10

11

II POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF MARKET AND FINANCIAL CONDITIONS12

Q. Describe the interests of the Commission regarding competition in this13

transaction.14

A. In previous dockets involving merger and acquisitions as in the instant case, the15

Commission has considered whether a proposed transaction will convenience16

the public 3 and, this approach should be applied  in the instant case.  Among17

the factors that should be  considered in analyzing this transaction are:18

a) the market conditions and characteristics of the affected exchanges;19

b) Citizens plans upon entering the market as a result of this acquisition; and20

                                           
3 See Gallatin River Communications L.L.C. and Central Telephone Company of Illinois: Joint Petition for
Order approving purchase and sale of assets and related agreements under Section 7-102 of the Public
Utilities Act: Docket No.:  98-0321.
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c)  the existence of similarly situated competitors.1

Competition brings with it a number of benefits such as encouragement of2

innovations, lower prices for services, and efficiency both in terms of quantity3

and quality of services.  A healthy environment where more competing4

telecommunications carriers can enter the marketplace with ease will encourage5

improved product offerings to the customers.  This environment seems to exist in6

this situation.7

8

Q. How would this transaction affect the health of the state and local9

economies, the communities in the area served and customers, etc.,?10

A. There is no indication that GTE’s remaining operations in Illinois will not enjoy11

the benefits of overall efficiency as the company repositions itself.  Also, there is12

no indication that communities and customers in areas where GTE is exiting will13

suffer.  Citizens, is a company which is more focused on serving rural exchange14

markets.15

Citizen desires a smooth transition to prevent any disruption of service16

which might affect the communities and customers in these exchanges.  All17

current GTE employees in the acquired exchanges  will continue to work for18

Citizens under the same conditions and terms as before the purchase19

agreement.  Moreover, Citizens intends to hire more employees in a number of20

functional areas including Engineering and Operations Management as21

required.  I see no reason to believe that the purchase agreement will harm the22
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health of the state and local economies, the communities in the area served and1

the customers.2

3

III LOCAL COMPETITION  AND OTHER ISSUES4

Q. What is Citizens’ plan regarding existing interconnection agreements5

between GTE and other competitive local exchange carriers (CLECs)?6

A. Citizens will renegotiate, prior to the closing of this docket, all existing7

interconnection agreements between GTE and the CLECs.  If Citizens and any8

CLEC fail to reach agreement, Citizens will continue to honor the terms of the9

existing agreement until the parties reach an agreement.  Citizens will by all10

existing agreements and honor their terms regardless of whether those11

agreements are arbitrated, adopted or negotiated.12

13

Q. How many of such interconnection agreements are currently in effect?14

A. There are 55 interconnection agreements currently in effect between GTE and15

the CLECs.16

17

Q. Does  Citizens intend to apply for a rural exemption pursuant to Section18

251(f)(1) of the Federal Communications Act of 1996 (“FTA ’96).19

A. No.  Citizens is not asking for a rural exemption under federal law.20

21
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Q. Is Citizens aware of  the various judicial, FCC and Commission orders and1

rulings on issues relating to local competition, inter alia, Unbundled2

Network Elements (UNEs), collocation agreements, reciprocal3

compensation to the Internet Service Providers, which Citizens will be4

subject to as a result of this transaction?5

A. Yes.  In response to Staff Data Request Number AOO-003(f) (Attachment 3) ,6

Citizens indicates it is aware of applicable orders and rulings governing local7

competition and  Citizens acknowledges it will be subject to these regulatory8

orders and rulings.9

10

Q. Does Citizens intend to substantively change any current GTE services?11

A. Citizen will adopt the GTE Illinois tariffs in effect at the time of closing, and has12

no plans at this time to seek service reclassifications.13

14

Q What is your recommendation of this Purchase Agreement?15

A. I recommend that the Agreement be approved.16

17

Q. Does this conclude your testimony?18

A. Yes.19


